Many neural progenitors, including Drosophila mushroom body (MB) and projection neuron (PN) neuroblasts, sequentially give rise to different subtypes of neurons throughout development. We identified a novel BTB-zinc finger protein, named Chinmo (Chronologically inappropriate morphogenesis), that governs neuronal temporal identity during postembryonic development of the Drosophila brain. In both MB and PN lineages, loss of Chinmo autonomously causes early-born neurons to adopt the fates of late-born neurons from the same lineages. Interestingly, primarily due to a posttranscriptional control, MB neurons born at early developmental stages contain more abundant Chinmo than their later-born siblings. Further, the temporal identity of MB progeny can be transformed toward earlier or later fates by reducing or increasing Chinmo levels, respectively. Taken together, we suggest that a temporal gradient of Chinmo (Chinmo high / Chinmo low ) helps specify distinct birth order-dependent cell fates in an extended neuronal lineage.
Many neural progenitors, including Drosophila mushroom body (MB) and projection neuron (PN) neuroblasts, sequentially give rise to different subtypes of neurons throughout development. We identified a novel BTB-zinc finger protein, named Chinmo (Chronologically inappropriate morphogenesis), that governs neuronal temporal identity during postembryonic development of the Drosophila brain. In both MB and PN lineages, loss of Chinmo autonomously causes early-born neurons to adopt the fates of late-born neurons from the same lineages. Interestingly, primarily due to a posttranscriptional control, MB neurons born at early developmental stages contain more abundant Chinmo than their later-born siblings. Further, the temporal identity of MB progeny can be transformed toward earlier or later fates by reducing or increasing Chinmo levels, respectively. Taken together, we suggest that a temporal gradient of Chinmo (Chinmo high / Chinmo low ) helps specify distinct birth order-dependent cell fates in an extended neuronal lineage.
INTRODUCTION
Neural progenitors often generate distinct subtypes of neurons in an invariant temporal sequence during development. For example, cortical progenitors produce neurons that will occupy different layers of the neocortex in a stereotyped temporal order (McConnell, 1988) . Orderly generation of distinct cell types is also observed in the retina, spinal cord, and hindbrain (Kessaris et al., 2001; Livesey and Cepko, 2001; Soula et al., 2001 ). However, the molecular mechanisms governing the specification of neuronal cell fates based on birth order/timing, especially in vertebrates, remain largely unknown (Pearson and Doe, 2004) .
Several studies suggest that the sequential production of different neuronal subtypes reflects temporal changes in neural progenitors. Heterochronic transplant or coculture experiments have yielded evidence supporting two distinct models elaborating such temporal changes. In the ''progressive restriction model,'' neural progenitors progressively lose their intrinsic capabilities to produce different types of cells: young progenitors generate specific progeny in response to changes in extrinsic cues, and older progenitors appear intrinsically limited to generate only later-born cell fates (Desai and McConnell, 2000) . Evidence for the progressive restriction model is mainly derived from heterochronic transplantation experiments, in which early cortical progenitors can develop into any later-born cell fates if transplanted into an older cortex, but not the converse (Desai and McConnell, 2000; Frantz and McConnell, 1996; McConnell and Kaznowski, 1991) . Analogous studies, however, reveal a different scenario for retina progenitor cells (retinoblasts). Heterochronic coculture or transplant experiments show that the type of cells that the donor retinoblasts generate is independent of the developmental age of the host environment (Belliveau and Cepko, 1999; Belliveau et al., 2000; Rapaport et al., 2001 ). These observations have led to proposal of the ''competence model'' (Livesey and Cepko, 2001; Rapaport et al., 2001) , which suggests that progenitor cells pass through a series of distinct competence states to produce different types of progeny sequentially (Livesey and Cepko, 2001; Rapaport et al., 2001) . Although progenitors are more influenced by the environment in the progressive restriction model, both models acknowledge intrinsic differences in progenitor cells of different ages. The Drosophila embryonic ventral nerve cord (VNC) has been an informative model system for studying the specification of neuronal temporal identity. In each hemisegment of the Drosophila VNC, 30 neural progenitors, neuroblasts (Nbs), undergo a series of asymmetric divisions, with each division generating a variety of distinct neurons and/or glia in a fixed temporal sequence. In many lineages, individual Nbs and their progeny can be uniquely identified based on their spatial positions and expression of specific cell markers, (Bossing et al., 1996; Isshiki et al., 2001; Schmid et al., 1999) . Interestingly, temporal cell fate specification in most embryonic Nb lineages appears to be governed by a common mechanism involving the sequential expression of a set of transcription factors, Hunchback (Hb) / Kruppel (Kr) / POU domain transcription factors (Pdm) / Castor (Cas). These transcription factors are transiently expressed in the Nbs in the above sequential order, and the temporal window of this expression for each transcriptional factor averages about one-cell-cycle. These factors are inherited by the postmitotic cells, which are born within these temporal gene expression windows, and in the daughter cells they act to specify temporal identity (Brody and Odenwald, 2002; Isshiki et al., 2001) . Together, these suggest that intrinsic changes in Nb gene expression at different developmental stages play an important role in specifying the temporal identities of Nb progeny (Isshiki et al., 2001) .
Cellular mechanisms governing temporal cell fate specification are also critical during postembryonic development of the Drosophila brain. By the unparalleled ability to genetically label single neurons at specific developmental time points, MARCM (mosaic analysis with a repressible cell marker) has been used to demonstrate the presence of stereotyped neuronal temporal identities in a number of Drosophila postembryonic neuronal lineages, including the mushroom body (MB) and projection neuron (PN) lineages (Jefferis et al., 2001; Zhu et al., 2003) . In a MARCM-based screen, we identified a novel BTB-zinc finger protein, named Chinmo (Chronologically inappropriate morphogenesis), based on defects in neuronal development in the Drosophila olfactory learning/memory center (Heisenberg, 2003) , the MBs. We further examined Chinmo's loss-of-function phenotypes in multiple postembryonic neuronal lineages and found that mutant neurons born at early developmental stages often adopted the fates of late-born neurons of the same lineage. Interestingly, possibly due to differential translation of chinmo messages, early-born neurons contain more Chinmo than their later-born siblings; and a reduction or an increase in the Chinmo levels can accelerate or delay fate transitions in MB neuronal temporal identity. Taken together, we suggest a novel mechanism for the specification of neuronal temporal identity: postmitotic neurons born at early developmental stages contain more abundant Chinmo than later-born neurons in the same lineage, and such temporal gradients of Chinmo (Chinmo high / Chinmo low ) specify temporal cell fates in an extended neuronal lineage.
RESULTS

l(2L)MB523 Homozygous Mutant MB Nb Clones Exhibit Inappropriate Morphogenesis of Larval-Born MB Neurons
In Drosophila, most Nbs repeatedly undergo asymmetric divisions to produce multiple rounds of two postmitotic neurons following the transient derivation of ganglion mother cells (GMCs) ( Figure 1A ). In an extended multicellular lineage, MARCM permits labeling of single-cell/twocell clones that consist of the progeny born shortly after induction of mitotic recombination ( Figure 1A ) . By examining single-cell/two-cell clones generated at different developmental stages, we have demonstrated that postembryonic development of the Drosophila MBs involves sequential generation of four distinct subtypes Zhu et al., 2003) .
To elucidate the molecular mechanisms underlying temporal cell fate specification, we have been screening for mutations that affect sequential generation of distinct MB neurons in mosaic organisms. By using MARCM with a ubiquitous MB GAL4 driver (GAL4-OK107) (Connolly et al., 1996) , one can generate and selectively visualize clones of MB neurons that are homozygous mutant for a specific chromosome arm within an otherwise heterozygous organism. A mature MB Nb clone, induced shortly after larval hatching (ALH), normally generates progeny that populate all the five MB lobes ( Figures 1H-1J ) . The g lobe (weakly labeled by the mAb 1D4) is derived from MB neurons born before the midthird-instar stage, the a 0 and b 0 lobes (negative for the mAb 1D4) consist of projections from late larval-born MB neurons, and the a and b lobes (strongly labeled with the mAb 1D4) are pupal-born MB neurons' derivatives ( Figure 1C ) (Crittenden et al., 1998; . We reasoned that mutations in genes autonomously controlling MB neuron temporal identity would cause predictable changes in the cellular composition of Nb clones and that one should be able to identify such abnormalities via analysis of subtype-specific axon projections. For example, (H-J) A GAL4-OK107-labeled wild-type adult MB Nb clone (green), generated in NHL, was examined with mAb 1D4 counterstaining (magenta). (K) A wild-type adult MB Nb clone, generated in NHL, was labeled using the g neuron-specific GAL4-NP21. a mutation in a gene required for early temporal fates might lack g neurons. Conversely, mutations in genes mediating the acquisition of late-born fates might show defects in a/b production. We have screened 3500 mutagenized chromosome arms and recovered one such MB neuronal temporal identity mutant, l(2L)MB523, whose full-sized Nb clones specifically lack larval-born MB g and a 0 /b 0 neurons. In contrast with wild-type controls, MB Nb clones homozygous for l(2L)MB523 generated at newly hatched larval (NHL) stage contain only one vertical and one horizontal axon bundle despite presence of many cell bodies ( Figures   1L-1N ). We observe colocalization of l(2L)MB523 mutant axon bundles with the strong 1D4-positive a and b lobes ( Figures 1L-1N) , and mutant Nb clones contain ectopic fascicles of axons that also have high affinity for the mAb 1D4 (large arrowhead in Figures 1L-1N ). These results suggest that most of the axons in the l(2L)MB523 mutant Nb clones likely differentiate as the a/b type of MB projections. In addition, there appears to be far more projections of the pioneer a/b type, as evidenced by prominent neurite staining on the dorsal/upper portion of the proximal two thirds of the mutant b lobe (arrows in Figures 1L-1N , also see arrowhead in Figure 2I ). Pioneer a/b neurons are Figure 1F ); and these dendrites, even in cells with different clonal origins, analogously project to the anterodorsal side of the calyx. Besides, their medial axon projections selectively extend along the upper surface of the b lobe but fail to reach the lobe terminus (arrow in Figure 1F ) (Zhu et al., 2003) . Furthermore, in contrast with GAL4-OK107-labeled clones that have comparable sizes irrespective of genotypes, GAL4-201Y and GAL4-NP21 labeled much fewer cell bodies in l(2L)MB523 mutant Nb clones (arrowhead in Figure 1O , compared with arrowhead in Figure 1K ; data not shown for GAL4-201Y). Given that both GAL4-201Y and GAL4-NP21 selectively label g neurons ( Figure 1K ) (Tanaka et al., 2004; Yang et al., 1995) , this observation further suggests that early-born MB neurons in l(2L)MB523 clones have acquired laterborn cell fates.
l(2L)MB523 Is a Mutant Allele of chinmo that Encodes a Novel BTB-Zinc Finger Protein
To map l(2L)MB523, we first identified a lethal mutation within the 22A6-22B1 cytogenomic region, based on a series of complementation tests (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures) ( Figure 2A ). We subsequently found that l(2L)MB523 belongs to the complementation group already consisting of one P element insertion, l(2)04111 K13009 , and one EMS mutation, l(2)04111 M33 . To determine which gene is affected in the l(2)04111 complementation group, we first characterized the lethal P insertion line. Viable revertants were obtained following induction of P element excision, ascribing the lethality to disruption of an essential gene by a P element in l(2)04111 K13009 . We then determined the P element's insertion site by inverse PCR, and found that one P element is inserted in the first exon of the gene CG31666 in l(2)04111 K13009 . CG31666 encodes a predicted BTB-zinc finger protein of 604 amino acids ( Figure 2B ), with one BTB domain (amino acid 22-128) near the N terminus and two C 2 H 2 -type zinc fingers (amino acid 517-540 and 545-568) in the C-terminal region. Sequencing of CG31666's predicted exons and their splicing junctions further allowed us to identify a missense mutation in l(2)04111 M33 , converting an evolutionally conserved aromatic amino acid (Phe88) to Isoleucine in the BTB domain ( Figure 2B ). This missense mutation apparently blocks CG31666 gene's function because the same mutation abolished ectopic CG31666's gain-of-function phenotypes (data not shown, and see below).
To examine whether CG31666 is indeed expressed in the developing MBs and whether its expression is compromised by the unidentified l(2L)MB523 mutation, we generated a peptide antibody that specifically recognizes CG31666 (Figures 2C-H and Figure 6A ). Immunostaining with the anti-CG31666 antibody revealed nuclear localization of CG31666 in wild-type MB neurons at the mid-thirdinstar stage ( Figures 2C-2E ). In contrast, we did not detect CG31666 immunoreactivity in l(2L)MB523 mutant MB clones ( Figures 2F-2H ). These results demonstrate CG31666 expression in the larval MBs and indicate the l(2L)MB523 as likely a protein null allele of CG31666.
To further demonstrate the aforementioned MB phenotypes resulted from loss of CG31666 function, we examined clones of l (2)04111 M33 homozygous mutant neurons in otherwise heterozygous organisms. We observe similar abnormalities in the mutant MB Nb clones ( Figure 2J , compared with Figure 2I ), with a and b lobes showing more prominently (arrowheads in Figure 2J ) presumably at the expense of the other three lobes (arrow in Figure 2J ). Thus, an allele of l(2L)MB523, l(2)04111
M33
, that specifically affects CG31666, also causes a loss of early-born MB neurons. Furthermore, targeted expression of a full-length CG31666 cDNA grossly rescued the phenotypes characteristic of l(2L)MB523 mutant MB Nb clones ( Figure 2K 
Larval-Born MB Neurons Autonomously Require Chinmo for Acquisition of Proper Temporal Identities
Given the g / a 0 /b 0 / pioneer a/b / a/b order of MB neurogenesis, loss of the g, a 0 , and b 0 lobes accompanied by aberrant thickening of the a and b lobes in a mature MB Nb clone suggests chronologically inappropriate morphogenesis of early born MB neurons. To determine the requirement for Chinmo in proper morphogenesis of neurons throughout MB neurogenesis, we assayed chinmo 1 homozygous mutant phenotypes in MB neuron singlecell clones generated at various specific developmental stages using MARCM. As mentioned above, depending on when clones are induced, wild-type single-cell clones of MB neurons consist of g neurons, a 0 /b 0 neurons, or a/b neurons ( Figures 1C-1G ). The switch from g neurons to a 0 /b 0 neurons normally occurs around 3.5 days ALH, the a 0 /b 0 to a/b transition takes place around pupal formation, and pioneer a/b neurons are born right before pupal formation ( Figure 1C ; also see Figures 3, 5B, and 5C). Strikingly, and in contrast to such stage-specific morphological differentiations, many chinmo 1 mutant MB singlecell clones, despite being derived during early larval development, aberrantly acquire late-type neurite trajectories ( Figures 3B-3G ). For example, following induction of mitotic recombination at two days ALH, we obtained g-type neurons in only one-third of the single-cell MB clones (as opposed to 100% in wild-type) but collected many more single-cell MB clones that have both vertical and horizontal projections and appear to be either a 0 /b 0 or pioneer a/b neurons ( Figures 3A-3C and 3G ). Furthermore, only a 0 /b 0 and pioneer a/b-like neurons were detected among the single-cell clones that were induced at three days ALH ( Figures 3D, 3E , and 3G). Thus, larvalborn chinmo mutant MB neurons systematically show transformation toward later-born cell fates.
Early Larval-Born MB Neurons Contain More Chinmo Than Their Later-Derived Siblings during Individuals' Initial Development To elucidate the mechanism of action of Chinmo, we sought to localize endogenous Chinmo in the developing CNS. We first wondered if Chinmo exists in neural precursors. Fusing the asense promoter (Jarman et al., 1993) with GAL4, we obtained a driver that permits the selective labeling of all actively dividing CNS Nbs and their young progeny. Analogous to BrdU labeling (Truman and Bate, 1988) , we observe that asense-GAL4-dependent expression of UAS-mCD8-GFP is localized to cell clusters which are largely restricted to the central brain and the thoracic ganglion at the mid-third-instar stage ( Figure S1A in the Supplemental Data available with this article online). Interestingly, double labeling with anti-Chinmo antibodies reveals that Chinmo is broadly expressed in the developing larval CNS ( Figure S1B ) but largely excluded from the strong asense-GAL4-positive clusters (arrows in Figures  S1A-S1C ). Close examination of MB regions further shows that Chinmo immunoreactivity is not detectable in MB Nbs (arrows in Figures S1D-S1F) but does overlap with some weak asense-GAL4-positive young MB progeny ( Figures S1D-S1F ). These observations suggest that Chinmo may function during morphological differentiation of postmitotic neurons, which, together with single-cell mosaics' results (Figure 3 ), are consistent with the notion that Chinmo acts autonomously in individual neurons to regulate their temporal identities. In addition, broad expression of Chinmo in the developing CNS (Figures S1A-S1C) supports a role for Chinmo in regulating temporal cell fates in diverse neuronal lineages.
We next compared Chinmo expression in the newly derived MB neurons through different postembryonic developmental stages. We visualized Chinmo immunoreactivity in a background where developing MBs were labeled by GAL4-OK107-dependent expression of UAS-mCD8-GFP. We focused on young MB neurons that weakly expressed mCD8-GFP (as outlined with dashed lines in Figures 4A-4L ), because these newly derived neurons best represent the specific subtype of MB neurons generated shortly before tissue fixation. Interestingly, when larval brains were fixed at different developmental stages and only weak GAL4-OK107-positive young MB neurons were analyzed, we found that Chinmo exists abundantly at early larval stages ( Figures 4A-4F ), becomes much reduced in wandering larvae ( Figures 4G-4I) , and is undetectable in young pupae ( Figures 4J-4L) . Quantification of the staining intensities further reveals that levels of Chinmo decrease progressively through larval development, drop significantly at the wandering larval stage, and ultimately are reduced to an undetectable level after pupal formation ( Figure 4M ). These data raise the possibility that Chinmo levels may specify temporal cell fates with Chinmo high being observed in early-born progeny and Chinmo low observed in later-derived siblings.
A Reduction or an Increase in the Expression of Chinmo Can Accelerate or Delay Neuronal Temporal Fate Transitions
To examine if indeed MB neuronal temporal identity might be determined by Chinmo levels, we investigated whether the transitions from g neurons to a 0 /b 0 neurons and from a 0 /b 0 neurons to pioneer a/b neurons occur normally in the organisms carrying varying copies of the chinmo gene. According to our hypothesis, we predicted that losing one copy of chinmo in the chinmo 1 /+ heterozygotes would reduce Chinmo protein expression levels, and thus result in precocious changes in neuronal temporal identity. Further, we predicted that temporal cell fate transitions may be delayed in the duplication strain Dp(2;1)JS13 (Bloomington stock number 1581), which may express extra Chinmo protein due to a duplication of the 22A01-25A04 genomic fragment containing the chinmo gene. We first compared the abundance of Chinmo in the above genetic backgrounds by Western blot analysis of newly hatched larvae. As expected, compared to wild-type controls, Chinmo expression is reduced by 46% in chinmo 1 /+ heterozygous animals and is increased by 36% in the Dp(2;1)JS13 duplication strain ( Figure 5A ). We next determined the birth timings of a 0 /b 0 and pioneer a/b neurons in the above animals containing different Chinmo protein levels by inducing single-cell/two-cell MARCM clones at various developmental stages. In wildtype organisms, the transitions from g to a 0 /b 0 neurons and from a 0 /b 0 to pioneer a/b neurons occurs between 3.25 days ALH to 3.5 days ALH and about 6 hr BPF, respectively ( Figures 5B and 5C ). However, in chinmo 1 /+ heterozygous larvae, we see a 0 /b 0 neurons in the singlecell/two-cell clones induced at as early as three days ALH and observe a higher percentage of a 0 /b 0 neurons (45%) at the 3.25 day ALH induction than the wild-type control (36%) at the 3.5 day ALH induction (Figure 5B ). These observations suggest that, as compared with the wild-type, a 0 /b 0 neurons are generated at least 0.25 day earlier in the chinmo 1 /+ heterozygous animals compared to wild-type controls. In addition, pioneer a/b neurons are also born precociously in the chinmo 1 /+ heterozygous background, as evidenced by the phenomenon that 47% (compared to 4% in wild-type) of the single-cell/two-cell clones, induced within 12-6 hr BPF, developed into pioneer a/b neurons in the chinmo 1 /+ heterozygotes (Fig- ure 5B). In contrast, temporal cell fate transitions in MB neurons seem significantly delayed in the Dp(2;1)JS13 animals. For example, at 3.75 days ALH when wild-type animals were mostly producing a 0 /b 0 neurons, the majority (77%) of MB neurons born in Dp(2;1)JS13 females still developed into g neurons. Furthermore, not until 4.25 days ALH had the production of g neurons in the Dp(2;1)JS13 dropped to a percentage (15%) comparable to the control's (20%) at 3.75 days ALH ( Figure 5C ). This implies that, as predicted, birth timing of a 0 /b 0 neurons was delayed for nearly 0.5 days when Chinmo protein levels were increased. In addition, a 0 /b 0 neurons consist of 12% versus 7% of the MB neurons born within 6 hr BPF in the Dp(2;1)JS13 versus controls, suggesting a slight delay in the Dp(2;1)JS13's a 0 /b 0 to pioneer a/b transition as well. We also monitored the time-course of pupal formation in every round of birth dating experiments to assure that the above shifts were not due to a general developmental delay (data not shown).
Moreover, we sought to determine whether the absolute numbers of MB pioneer a/b neurons really differ in the above animals with different dosage of chinmo. Since the pioneer a/b to typical a/b cell fate transition consistently takes place around pupal formation, we anticipated an increase in the total numbers of pioneer a/b neurons following a precocious production of pioneer a/b neurons in the chinmo 1 /+ heterozygous organisms. In contrast, a significant delay in the switch from a 0 /b 0 to pioneer a/b neurons in the Dp(2;1)JS13 animals should lead to a reduction in the cell numbers of pioneer a/b neurons. By characterizing many GAL4 enhancer trap lines, we identified a MB GAL4 driver, GAL4-C708a, which permits unique labeling of pioneer a/b neurons in the adult MBs ( Figure 5D ). Using this pioneer a/b-specific MB GAL4, we assayed how many MB neurons had acquired the pioneer a/b temporal identity in the animals carrying different copy numbers of chinmo. First, counting the number of such GAL4-positive MB neurons in various wild-type backgrounds consistently yielded an average of about 60 pioneer a/b neurons per MB (59.3 ± 8.0, n = 73; Figures 5E and 5G) . Second, we obtained about 80 and 45 pioneer a/b neurons per MB in the chinmo 1 /+ mature organisms (83.6 ± 10.2, n = 47; Figures 5F and 5G) and the Dp(2;1)JS13/+ adult flies (43.9 ± 8.9, n = 45; Figure 5G ), respectively. In addition to substantiating the above birth-dating experimental results, these observations demonstrate that the precociously derived ''pioneer a/b'' neurons have not only acquired a pioneer a/b-specific neurite projection pattern but also adopted the gene expression profile characteristic of normal pioneer a/b neurons. Such identity change, rather than just abnormal morphogenesis, is further evidenced by the phenomenon that the pioneer a/b-specific GAL4 driver ectopically labeled those early-larval-derived chinmo mutant single-cell/two-cell MB clones that had acquired pioneer a/b-like neurite projection patterns (Figure 5H) . Taken together, these data strongly support the notion that sequentially derived MB neurons acquire different cell fates based on levels of abundance of Chinmo. Figures S2A-S2L ). Translation of chinmo transcripts appears to be suppressed until generation of postmitotic neurons. In addition, postmitotic neurons that are derived from young progenitors accumulate more Chinmo protein than their later-derived siblings (Figure 4 ) despite the fact that all the progeny contains comparable amounts of chinmo transcripts ( Figure S2 ). Thus, posttranscriptional control is apparently involved in patterning the distribution of Chinmo protein both over time and across space. Posttranscriptional regulation of chinmo mRNA may also effectively govern the translation of chinmo transgenes. This might explain why GAL4-OK107-dependent expression of UAS-chinmoFL (a full length CG31666 cDNA), which contains both 5 0 and 3 0 untranslated regions (UTRs), could grossly rescue chinmo mutant MB Nb clones' missing early-derived neuronal subtypes while minimally affecting late siblings' temporal identity (Figure 2K) . This view is supported by the observation that the endogenous Chinmo high / Chinmo low gradients in young sequentially born MB neurons (Figure 4 ) remained largely unperturbed despite the ectopic continuous induction of this full-length chinmo cDNA (data not shown), further suggesting the involvement of posttranscriptional regulation in the establishment of Chinmo protein gradients. Interestingly, the posttranscriptional regulators, which remain to be identified, are even capable of operating in a temporal identity-specific manner in the adult brain. For example, Chinmo protein is normally undetectable in adult fly brains (data not shown; similar to Figure 4J ). However, following ubiquitous induction of UAS-chinmoFL (5 0 UTR-chinmo-3 0 UTR) in the MBs, we observe the presence of transgenic Chinmo protein in spatial gradients across mature adult MBs (Figures 6A-6C) . Several independent lines of evidence indicate that these transgeneinduced Chinmo spatial gradients exist in a stereotyped manner with early-born MB neurons containing more abundant transgenic Chinmo protein compared to their later-derived siblings. For instance, despite analogous induction in the single-cell/two-cell clones of MB neurons that were generated at different developmental stages, ectopic Chinmo abundantly accumulated in the cell bodies of larval-born MB g neurons but barely existed in pupal-born a/b neurons ( Figures 6D-6F versus 6G-6I) Figure 6J ). In contrast, morphological transformation of most prospective a 0 /b 0 and a/b neurons (late MB temporal cell fate) to g neurons (early MB temporal cell fate) was observed following continuous expression of UAS-chinmo-3 0 UTR through MB neurogenesis. This possible overproduction of earlytype MB neurons at the expense of late-derived MB neuronal subtypes is not only revealed by the projection of nearly all MB axonal processes into the apparent g lobe (Figure 6P ; 37.5%, n = 42), but also evidenced by the low-level homogeneous Fasculin II expression of the only MB lobe reassuring its identity as the g lobe ( Figure 6Q , compared with Figure 6R ). In addition, with respect to UAS-chinmo-3 0 UTR-induced transformation of temporal cell fates, distinct results were obtained with different MB GAL4 drivers. Interestingly, GAL4-OK107 (weakly but definitely expressed in MB precursors) but not 247-GAL4 (well restricted to mature MB neurons, as evidenced by no labeling of the larval MB core fascicle that purely consists of young neurites [data not shown]) could elicit the lateto-early temporal cell fate transformation in the MBs containing UAS-chinmo-3 0 UTR ( Figure 6Q versus 6R ). This phenomenon further ascribes Chinmo's site of action to newly born postmitotic neurons, and makes it unlikely for the 247-GAL4-driven uniform expression of UASchinmo-3 0 UTR in the adult MBs ( Figures 6M-6O ) to take place as a consequence of the acquisition of an early temporal cell fate in the majority of MB neurons. Taken together, our observations suggest the involvement of 5 0 UTR-dependent translational control in patterning the Chinmo high / Chinmo low gradient through MB neurogenesis. In addition, these observations provide a means by which one can effectively alter Chinmo gradients with UAS-chinmo-3 0 UTR. Further, our manipulation of Chinmo levels supports the notion that ectopic Chinmo is sufficient for specifying early temporal cell fates in late-derived progeny.
Involvement of Chinmo in Specifying Projection
Neuron's Temporal Identity To determine whether Chinmo broadly governs neuronal temporal identities, we subsequently explored its possible involvement in specifying temporal cell fates of the projection neurons (PNs). Distinct PNs make synaptic connections with specific olfactory receptor neurons in antennal lobe (AL) glomeruli and relay the AL olfactory inputs to the MBs and lateral horns (LHs) ( Figure 7A ) (Stocker et al., 1997) . There are three PN Nb lineages: anterodorsal (AD), lateral, and ventral (Jefferis et al., 2001 ). We selectively focused on the AD lineage of PNs, since it has been shown that distinct subtypes of PNs in the AD lineages are also derived in a birth-order-dependent manner (Jefferis et al., 2001) . We wondered if loss of Chinmo causes early-born PNs to adopt their late siblings' subtype-specific neurite projection/innervation patterns while minimally affecting late-born PNs. We first examined the PNs that are born in NHL. As reported previously (Jefferis et al., 2001) , with GAL4-GH146 (Stocker et al., 1997) , induction of wild-type single-cell/two-cell clones in NHL exclusively labeled the PNs that specifically innervate the DL1 glomeruli ( Figure 7B ). These early-larval-born DL1-targeting PNs also exhibit a very characteristic axon arborization pattern (with a long proximal dorsal branch followed by multiple short-side processes along the main lateral projection) in the LHs ( Figure 7C ) (Marin et al., 2002) . Interestingly, in contrast with wild-type controls, following analogous induction, we observe innervation of the D, instead of DL1, glomeruli by the single-cell/ two-cell clones of chinmo 1 homozygous mutant PNs (Figure 7D ; 100%, n = 15). Such chinmo 1 mutant PNs not only targeted dendrites to the D glomeruli ( Figure 7D ) but also acquired an axon arborization pattern resembling that of wild-type D-targeting PNs (compare Figure 7E with 7G). Thus, chinmo mutant PNs born in NHL apparently developed into the D-targeting PNs that also belong to the AD lineage but are normally not generated until about 2 days ALH (Jefferis et al., 2001 ; Figure 7F ). To assess Chinmo's involvement in late-born PNs, we next analyzed the late-induced (around 3.5 days ALH) Nb clones of the PN AD lineage that only consist of four to six cell bodies ( Figures 7H and 7I ). Three wild-type clones and four chinmo 1 mutant clones were identified and shared morphological features of late-born PNs: all clones elaborated dendrites in both DM6 and VA1lm glomeruli ( Figures 7H and 7I ). This result is consistent with the notion that Chinmo is dispensable for specification of late-born cell fates. Taken together, these data indicate that Chinmo acts in both MB and PN lineages to assure production of appropriate neuron subtypes at early developmental stages by preventing precocious generation of late neuronal types of the same lineage.
DISCUSSION
In a complex nervous system, single neural stem cells can give rise to a diversity of neuronal cell types. Intrinsic molecular mechanisms, which remain poorly defined, allow neural stem cells to keep track of developmental times Figure S3A, top) . First, prospective g neurons contain more abundant Chinmo than prospective a 0 /b 0 neurons (compare Figures  4A and 4D with 4G) , and Chinmo expression apparently drops to zero in prospective a/b neurons ( Figure 4J ). Second, MB Nbs repeatedly produce prospective g neurons during the first 3 days of larval development; and, interestingly, gradients of Chinmo also exist among the sequentially derived prospective g neurons (compare Figure 4A with 4D; also see Figure 4M ). Third, most of the subsequently derived progeny likely become null for Chinmo after removal of chinmo from a young MB Nb ( Figure S3A , middle), which explains why most of the larval-born MB neurons adopt the Chinmo null temporal fate and develop into pioneer a/b neurons in chinmo mutant MB Nb clones ( Figure 1L ). Fourth, possibly due to perdurance of Chinmo after clone induction, most of single-cell clones of chinmo mutant MB neurons adopt their next temporal fates ( Figure 3G ), reflecting likely presence of different residual Chinmo in the single-cell clones that are generated at different developmental stages ( Figure S3A, bottom) . Chinmo perdurance may result from transcription of chinmo before the GMC / postmitotic neuron division, as suggested by presence of abundant chinmo transcripts in the larval MB Nbs (arrows in Figures S2A-S2L 5G ) but prolong the production of early-type neurons in the organisms that carry extra copies of chinmo (Figures 5C and 5G) . Such gene dosage affects the absolute amounts of Chinmo protein but probably leave the gradients largely unaltered, as suggested by their subtle phenotypes in shifting the timing of temporal cell fate transition ( Figure S3C ). Interestingly, if Chinmo protein expression could be maintained at a high level through development (e.g., with GAL4-OK107-mediated induction of UAS-chinmo-3 0 UTR; Figure S3D ), MB progenitors appear remaining young and continuously yield the first-derived subtype of MB neurons until the end of neurogenesis ( Figure 6P ). Taken together, the specification of distinct MB temporal cell fates on the basis of Chinmo's levels of expression suggests a novel mechanism by which time/birth order-dependent cell fates are determined.
Posttranscriptional regulation is potentially used to control gradient expression of chinmo. Although changing chinmo's gene dosage might modulate the absolute amounts of Chinmo protein (Figure 5 ), multiple independent lines of evidence do support the notion that gradients of Chinmo are primarily derived from differential translational control in postmitotic neurons ( Figure S3B ). Remarkably, such differential translation phenomena can later be recapitulated and used to tell the temporal identity of individual postmitotic neurons (Figures 6A-6I) . The fact that these characteristics are stably inherited by every postmitotic neuron ( Figure S3B ) is in great contrast to the mechanism thought to operate in the embryonic CNS. In the embryo the regulatory networks governing the successive Hb / Kr / Pdm / Cas expression are likely to operate only transiently during neurogenesis. This argues against the possibility that Chinmo gradients are directly generated by some timing machinery. Instead, postmitotic cells likely acquire the ability to synthesize specific amounts of Chinmo based on birth order/timing following their initial temporal cell fate specification (Figure S3B) . Levels of Chinmo subsequently govern birth order/timing-dependent subtype-specific terminal differentiation in individual postmitotic neurons ( Figure S3B ). Interestingly, Chinmo is also selectively required for proper specification of early temporal cell fates, at least, in the anterodorsal lineage of PNs (Figure 7 ). Taken together, our Chinmo studies so far suggest that temporal cell fate specification may generally take place step by step, and that a temporal gradient of Chinmo is possibly the intermediate master for specifying distinct birth order/timingdependent neuronal morphologies (and, likely, subtypespecific molecular features as well).
Multiple mechanisms may act independently and/or in concert to simultaneously and/or sequentially govern neuronal temporal identity. For instance, a non-Chinmo mechanism is apparently required for proper specification of distinct subtypes of MB a/b neurons; and gradients of Chinmo may operate collaboratively with additional mechanisms to increase neuronal diversity in the PN lineages. We speculate that Hb / Kr / Pdm / Cas and gradients of Chinmo may complement each other and, respectively, mediate quickly changing temporal cell fates and control slowly progressing cell fate transitions. Interestingly, Chinmo is also enriched but not uniformly expressed in the developing embryonic nervous system (unpublished data), suggesting its possible involvement in regulating cell fate transitions during embryonic neurogenesis as well. In sum, systematic analysis of Chinmo functions promises to shed new light on how numerous distinct neuron types can be derived from a limited number of progenitors during development of the complex nervous system.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Fly Stocks
For generation of MARCM clones, the following GAL80 fly strains were used: (1) hs-FLP; tubP-GAL80, FRT40A/CyO and (2)UAS-mCD8-GFP, hs-FLP;tubP-GAL80,FRT40A/CyO;GAL4-OK107.
), UAS-mCD8-GFP,FRT40A/CyO, and (5) g neuron-specificGAL4-NP21 (Tanaka et al., 2004) were used for mapping.
MARCM-Based Genetic Mosaic Screens
Procedures for MARCM-based forward genetic mosaic screens have been described before (Zhu et al., 2005) .
Molecular Characterization of Mutant Alleles
Genomic sequences flanking the P element of l(2)04111 K13009 were obtained, using standard inverse PCR and plasmid rescue methods (Berkeley Drosophila Genome Project, http://www.fruitfly.org/p_disrupt/ inverse_pcr.html), to determine the P element insertion site. For identifying the molecular lesions, individual exons and their flanking intron splicing sites of CG31666 were PCR amplified using the genomic DNA templates from wild-type, l(2L)MB523, or l(2)04111 M33 heterozygous male adult flies. Direct sequencing reactions of PCR products were performed on the ABI automatic sequencer. Molecular lesions were suggested by appearance of double peaks, and their confirmations depended on sequencing both strands of multiple independently generated PCR products.
Construction of asense-GAL4 and Various USA-chinmo Transgenes The defined asense promoter (Jarman et al., 1993) was amplified by PCR and subcloned into pCaSpeR4 between EcR I and Not I. The SV40 poly(A) tail and the GAL4 coding region were then sequentially subcloned into the Xba I-Stu I and Not I site of the pCaSpeR4-asense promoter, respectively, to generate asense-GAL4. hs-chinmo was constructed by RT-PCR amplification of the chinmo coding region and subsequent insertion into EcoR I of the pCaSpeR-hs vector.
MARCM Analysis
Larvae collected within 1 hr after hatching were cultured at the density of 80 larvae per vial at 25 C. Wild-type or homozygous mutant MARCM Nb and/or single-cell/two-cell clones were induced at various developmental stages and then examined in adult brains. For determining the birth timing of pioneer a/b neurons, heat shock was applied to wandering larvae; and pupae that formed 12-6 hr or 0-6 hr after heat shock were collected separately.
Immunohistochemistry and Confocal Microscopy
Brains were dissected, fixed, and stained as described before . The polyclonal rabbit anti-Chinmo antibody was raised against the TGRRSVRNSLSGGS peptide (aa 142 to aa 155 in Chinmo). The anti-Chinmo antibody was used at a 1:1000 dilution. Other antibodies used in this study include rat anti-mCD8 (Caltag, 1:100), 1D4 mAb (1:50), nc82 mAb (1:20), and anti-b-galactosidase mAb (Promega, 1:200) . Images were taken with Zeiss LSM510 confocal microscopy and processed with Adobe Photoshop. For comparing the relative Chinmo expression levels at different developmental stages, same sizes of area (about four cell bodies) in the young MB neurons were selected and the staining intensities were measured with Adobe Photoshop and normalized with GFP expression within the same area.
Western Blot Analysis
Lysates from larvae collected within one hour after hatching were prepared by homogenization in SDS sample buffer containing 62.5 mM Tris-HCl (pH 6.8 at 25 C), 2% SDS, 10% glycerol, 50 mM DTT. Protein samples were run on denaturing gels and electroblotted to ImmunoBlot PVDF membrane (Bio-Rad). Chinmo proteins were detected by polyclonal rabbit anti-Chinmo antibody (1:1000) and HRP-conjugated anti-rabbit IgG antibody (1:20,000; Cell Signaling). a-tubulin proteins were detected by mouse monoclonal anti-a-tubulin antibody (1:1000; Sigma) and HRP-conjugated anti-mouse IgG antibody (1:20,000; Cell Signaling). Relative staining intensity was determined by using the ImageQuant TL v2005 (Amersham Biosciences).
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